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ABSTRACT
The sight distance (SD) on a two-dimensional (2-d) curve, namely, a vertical curve or a horizontal
curve, has been well understood and documented for roadway geometric design in literature. In
reality, three-dimensional (3-d) curves can be found along ramps, connectors, and often mountain
roads. The sight distance on these 3-d curves, which may vary with driver’s location, has not been
tackled in literature on an exact analytic setting.  By integrating human-vehicle-roadway
interaction, the formulas for computing the SD on a 3-d curve are derived the first time on an
analytic framework.  The crest curve SD that has been used in various literatures, can be deduced
from these derived formulas as special limiting cases. Practitioners can easily apply theses user-
friendly formulas or equations on a Microsoft Excel spread sheet to calculate 3-d SD on a
roadway with sufficient roadside clearance. In addition, this framework can be extended easily
to cope with various scenarios in which obstacles partially blocking driver’s sight are present in
a roadway environment. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Sufficient driver sights distance (SD) for traffic operational safety is required for most
roadway design or paved roads. Simple equations for calculating SD required for a two-
dimensional (2-d) roadway curve, such as a horizontal curve or a crest curve has been
documented in various guidelines and manuals [1,2], and these equations can be related
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further to the safe traffic operational speed through a dynamic setting of an underway
overtaking [3, 4].  It is well known that many existing roadway curves have built-in
three-dimensional (3-d) curves, for example, highway connectors, and segments of
mountain highways, and some interchange on-ramps and off-ramps. The required SD
on these 3-d curves will arise with concerns of the safe operating speed and the proper
vehicle stopping distance on the curve to avoid a collision or other accidents.  However,
the sight distance on a 3-d roadway curve hasn’t been analyzed on a sound analytic basis
in the past although it involves both important safety and design issues.  In this paper, a
complete analytic framework for computing SDs on a combined crest and horizontal
curve was established by taking into account the human-vehicle-roadway interaction.
Several important formulas for determining the SDs are derived and they are
subsequently examined in conjunction with the 3-d SD computation, the known SDs on
a 2-d crest curve, and the underlying implicit mutual dependence of the SDs and the
design curve length in general. In addition, numerical examples for computing the 3-d
SD on a combined crest and horizontal curve are presented to showcase this framework
in an Excel spread sheet. 
2. FORMULATION: 
A 3-d curve with both the horizontal and crest curve features cannot be avoided at
occasions, e.g. constructing and/or designing a roadway for a connector, a curved
mountain road section, an on-ramp or an off-ramp.  In order to keep the both the
horizontal and vertical features of this 3-d curve, one can simply construct it by adopting
parameters which have been employed to characterize a crest and a circular curve on a
2-d plane, namely
(1)
Where quantity d2 = R2 – L
2_
4 
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. The projection of the curve on x-y plane is a 
circular curve with a radius ‘R’, and the projection of the curve on x-z plane is a crest
curve in the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ L.  In addition, the grade of this crest curve is equal to A at
x = 0 and –A at x = L.  In order to avoid ambiguity in future discussions of a 3-d curve,
one must notice that coordinate x isn’t necessarily a station number for the 3-d curve as
it is assigned to a 2-d vertical curve, the parameter L need not be the entire length of a
3-d curve, parameter ‘A’ may not be the grade of the 3-d curve at the beginning point,
and parameter R isn’t the radius of the 3-d curve. In addition, the beginning and the end
points of the 2-d horizontal and the 2-d crest curve are chosen to merge to one beginning
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point and one end point. Curves with partial overlapping between a crest and a circular
curve can exist in theory; but in practice, these curves will be rejected based on various
design factors, such as operational safety, driver comfort, simplicity and elegance of a
design curve.  On the other hand, a crest curve may be built into a horizontal curve and
vice versa. Embedding a crest curve into a portion of a horizontal curve can reduce the
driver’s SD substantially if not drastically; and embedding a horizontal curve into a
portion of a crest curve may surprise driver with a sharp turn requiring a traveling speed
much lower than the design speed for the crest curve.  Equation (1) is visualized in Fig.
1 as a 3-d roadway curve with its beginning point ‘B’ set at the origin of the coordinate,
its end point ‘E’ lying on the x-axis at a distance ‘L’ from the origin, and its tangent
vector t at a arbitrary point ‘p’ on the curve.  
Knowing Eq. (1) traces out a roadway centerline or median, the tangent vector of the
curve t along this 3-d curve is found by differentiating Eq. (1) once 
(2)
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Figure 1. A 3-d roadway centerline is sketched with beginning of the curve labeled
as ‘B’ and the end of curve as ‘E’, and a tangent a vector t at a point ‘p’.
The unit vector tˆ is found by normalizing the tangent vector t with the function 
T(x) = |t|2, namely , where 
(3) 
(4)
Where the expression T(x) = |t|2.   
The unit normal vector pˆ of a pavement surface, is usually perpendicular to tˆ.  The
pavement crown has little effect in our computation here.  The normal vector pˆ lying in
the x-z plane, is given by
(5)
In order to find the SD, the coordinate xt must be determined first with a given
driver’s location xe and driver’s eye height he above the ground 
(6)
Equation (6) can be solved to yield
(7) 
Note that the driver’s sight plane is tangent to the pavement surface at the position
defined by vector u(xt).  Following the same reasoning, coordinate xo is associated with
object location u(xt) where the object’s height is equal to ho and xt < xo.  Quantity xo is
determined by the following vector dot product
(8)
Again, Eq. (6) can be solved to yield
(9)
Adding Eq. (7) to Eq. (9), one obtains that 
(10) 
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(11)
On deriving Eq. (11), it is implicitly assumed the inequality constraint L ≥ S ≥ Lc
holds, which indeed holds well for most road designs.  A curve with a design critical
number Lc allows a driver at the beginning of the curve to see an object with a height of
ho located exactly at the end of the curve.   In other words, a curve designed with a
critical parameter Lc provides a driver with the least SD at the beginning of the curve (xe
= 0) right at the beginning of the curve.  
Since the curve parameter L and the SD for a 3-dimensinal curve aren’t mutually
independent, only one more physical constraint for these two quantities S and L exits,
namely Lc > S > L.  Most textbooks or guidelines (AASHTO) do not address the
meaning of this critical length .  By recognizing this constraint and the meaning of the
two parameters for a parabolic curve and employing Eq. (6) and Eq. (8), the minimal
SD of the 3-d curve projection on the x – z plane is worked out to be
(12)
with the sight plane passing . Equation (12) serves as an 
excellent approximation for the SD on a 2-d curve [5]. The exact SD in the 3-
dimensional space, varying with the location of the driver xe, should be determined by
direct numerical computation. 
3. DERIVING THE CONVENTIONAL PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE OF A CREST
CURVE
The sight distance for a 2-d crest curve used elsewhere (AASHTO) are given by the right
hand sides of both Eq. (10) and Eq. (12) under two different constraints.  The sight
distance of a 3-d curve approaches these limits when the parameter ‘R’ become
indefinitely large, namely
(13) 
(14)
By deriving Eq. (13), we prove that the SD is a constant everywhere on a 2-
dimensional crest curve as long as both coordinate xo and xe remain on the curve, i.e. 
inequality xe ≤ L – – holds.  When the SD distance S is greater than
the design parameter L, it varies with the driver location xe and reaches the minimum
(Lc + L)/2 when the driver’s sight line is tangent to the curve at the location xt =
Lhe/(ho + he) [5].  These important design features are often neglected when SD is
introduced in design manuals and textbooks [2].
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4. COMPUTING SIGHT DISTANCE ON A 3-D CURVE 
The sight distance S on the curve from coordinate xe to xo can be calculated exactly by
integration, namely
(15)
Note that SD is a function of the instantaneous coordinate xe of a moving driver on
the curve, where the driver’s eye is at a height he above the sight plane or ground.
Numerical integration of Equation (15) can be carried out on an excel spreadsheet
easily.  First, we divide the integration interval xo – xe into M equal small intervals of
length = (xo – xe)/M, where M is given 
(16)
One may increase ‘M’ in Eq. (16) by increasing the integer coefficient ‘20’ in front
of the integer function ‘Int(xo – xe)’ to a multiple of 4, e.g., 24, 28, 32, 36, 40 or a larger
multiple of 4 to achieve an arbitrary high accuracy for the numerical integration of Eq.
(15). In the following computation, the integer coefficient ‘20’ is employed. The
integration of Eq. (15) is now well approximated by the Boole’s Formula [6]
(17)
Where integer N is equal to M/4, and quantity Tj is given by
By assigning parameters A, L, R, he, and ho the values of 0.1, 120m, 120m, 1.07m,
and 0.61m as an example, one may find that the critical length Lc and the coordinate
difference xo – xe between the driver’s eye and the vehicle tail lights ahead to be 32.96m
and 64.89m, respectively. One is ready now to program Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) into an
Excel spread sheet and perform the numerical evaluation to determine the SD on this
particular 3-d curve so long as the coordinates for the driver’s eye and the vehicle tail 
light remain on the curve, namely inequality relation  xe ≤ L – – =
35.11m holds. Shown in Figure 2 below are the SD for this 3-d combined crest and
circular curve and the SD for its projection onto the x – z plane as a 2-d crest curve.  It
is conceivable that the SD on this 3-d curve varying with the driver’s eye position,
decreases from a larger number at the beginning point and tapers off close to the
terminal point at x~35.11 m beyond which an object/vehicular tail light ahead will lies
outside of the 3-d curve. The sight distance for this 2-d crest curve remains to be 62.89
m. The horizontal SD isn’t of an important concern in this case because the horizontal
SD for the projection of this 3-d curve onto the x – y plane, turns out to be 72.85 m even
if an 18-foot (5.49 m) horizontal clearance away from the centerline of the curve is
assumed. One may envision this road segment for one direction has a standard 12-foot
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lane with a 6-foot road side clearance beyond the edge of the traveled way.  One
interesting point here is that the SD on a 3-d curve can change by 5% or more as the
driver is moving through the curve; and the minimal SD of 63.45m occurred at xe~29m.
In addition, the 3-d SD remains above the 2-d crest curve SD.  The reason is that the 3-
d curve has an extra dimension higher than a 2-d curve.  
5. COMPUTING THE TOTAL LENGTH OF A 3-D CURVE 
The total length of the 3-d curve with a x coordinate ranging from 0 to L, can be
calculated exactly by integration, namely
(18)
Numerical integration of Equation (18) can be carried out on an excel spreadsheet
easily. First, we divide the integration interval L into M equal intervals of length = L/M,
where M is given 
(19)
Where integer N is equal to M/4, and quantity Tj is given by
It is apparent that the curve length , a function of the parameters A, L, and R, will
increase with these parameters. Setting parameters L and R to be 120m and 120m
respectively and inputting Eq. (19) on an Excel spread sheet, one can easily compute the
lengths  against the gradient ‘A’ as an example.  Noting that circular arc length La of
the 3-d curve’s x-y plane projection is equal to 2Rsin–1(L/2R). Although the difference
between the exact length  and the arc length La is small, it isn’t negligible, and the
relative difference of these lengths can easily reach beyond 1% as shown in part in
Figure 3. In the limit where the gradient  approaches zero, a 3-d curve turning flat on x-
y plane becomes a horizontal curve.  That is why the dashed line intersects the solid line
curve exactly at gradient A = 0.  
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a unified analytic framework integrating the driver’s eye height,
object/vehicular tail light height, and a 3-d curve with both circular and parabolic
features is set up to calculate the SD for a driver traveling through the 3-d curve. The
determination of this SD can be easily achieved by introducing the Boole’s algorithm to
compute the SD to reach arbitrary high accuracy. This computational scheme inputted
into an Excel spread sheet has been successfully demonstrated using two examples, one
for computing the varying SD on a 3-d combined crest and circular curve, and the other
computing the total length of the 3-d curve with changing gradient A.  The standard
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Figure 2. The solid line is plotted for the SD on a 3-d curve with assigned values of
A, L, R, e and o, and the crest curve SD for the 3-d curve’s x-z plane
projection is plotted as the dashed line.  
Figure 3. The solid line is plotted for the length of 3-d curves with parameters L and
R set at 120m and 120m, and the circular arc length for the 3-d curve’s x-
y plane projection is plotted as the dashed line.  
form for the centerline or a median traced out a combined crest and circular curve is
given by Eq. (1).  In practices, any non-standard form of the centerline for a 3-d curve
can be linearly transformed to the standard form via a  unitary matrix rotating an
arbitrary engineering coordinate to match the 3-d coordinate for the standard form. We
will further extend the framework to compute the SD on a 3-d combined sag and
circular curve in the next issue of this journal. 
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